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Don’t make a mistake in the name,
only one

LEO F. WALTER.

F, G. MEYER

Funeral

JEWELER

and

32 S. Ludlow St. Arcade
Agent for

wo?

MAIN STREET—AT WASHINGTON
Phone FUliton 5181

\

Gruen Watches
Pr!

Government Inspected Meats—Made in Dayton

FOCKE’S
A full line of Watches, Clocks,

Quality Meats

Diamonds, Silverware
and Ivory Goods

FIFTH STREET BRANCH
1004-1006 East Fifth St, DAYTON, OHIO
Oscar F. Focke, Manager

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

Hotel and Restaurant Supply
Packing House East Springfield St.
PHONE—FUlton 2138

Phone ADams 7611
¢

Buckeye

$

Perfect Health—

Barbers Supply Co.

You can have it by drinking more Milk—Nature’s Perfect

Is the place to buy Razors, Strops,

Food. Drink at least one quart a day.

Hair Tonic, Toilet Water, Perfumes,
Pocket Knives, Shears, Hair Brushes,
Combs, Etc.

One of our wagons is in your neighborhood every morning.

THE DAIRY PRODUCTS CoO.

CLARENCE S. WIGGIM

219 EAST FIFTH STREET
HEmlock 1275

No. 214 East Third Street

HEmlock 1275

Opp. Public Library
+

She and You—

GITMAN BROS.
WHOLESALE

will find immense
stocks

to

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

choose

from, consistently
low prices and a
square deal if you
buy your furniture

27-29-31-33 South St. Clair St.

DAYTON, OHIO

at

Young's
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Work Called for and Delivered

appel 5

Let us knock the spots out of your clothes
FUlton 1481

1231 South Brown Street

<>

HIMES BROS. MILK
Always Uniform—Always Safe

The Beringer
Printing Company
For Better

PRINTING

1537 GERMANTOWN STREET

1244 East Third Street
Fourth Floor

ADams 8188

We appreciate your patronage

FUlton 1751

The Dayton
Stencil Works Co.

Patronize Our Advertisers

Steel Stamps—Rubber Stamps
Seals—Badges—Engravings
Stencils
@

113 E. SECOND S71.
Dayton, O.

The Right Kind of
Friends

RED WING
ICE CREAM

HE right kind
of friends are
ot always the
iends you like,
nor those that

PREFERRED FOR ITS QUALITY
Served Exclusively at the University of Dayton
Cafeteria.

flatter you.

The

best friends are
those that are
loyal, dependable
and honest. It is the constant
aim of this institution to make all
of its employees worthy and desirable friends to its patrons.

Let our experts prepare something different and unique

for your parties and dinners.

The Red Wing Corporation
748 S. MAIN ST.

Phone ADams 1432

DAYTON, OHIO

MiamiSavings&[oan(0.
‘aT THE CHimMes”

v

25 South Main Street - Dayton, Ohio,

The Witte Tegenkamp Co.
Dealers in

PRAYER BOOKS, RELIGIOUS ARTICLES, PICTURES
Importers of Vestments, Laces, Banners, Chalices,
Octensoria, Etc. Candles, Sanctuary Oil, Incense,

Charcoal, Tapers, Etc.
113 S. Ludlow Street

Mission Supplies.

Westbrock
Funeral Home
1713 South Wayne Ave.
PHONES
1361——M Adison——3311

DAYTON, OHIO

>

“Ambulance Service by Appointment”

(die
For Good

‘SheGIELE
PFLAUM
(

and

PRINTERS

Prompt
Service

&PUBLISHERS

PORK AND BEEF PACKERS

Call

FIFTH FLOOR.

AND SAUSAGE MFGRS.

FUlton 1841

124.E.ThirdSt.
L

HENRY BURKHARDT
PACKING CO.

Printing

Packing House and Office
235 S. Irwin Street
DAYTON, OHIO

Dayton Ohio

Government Inspection Est. No. 520
Harry Schmitz

Louis Rausch

The HOMESTEAD
LOAN & SAVINGS ASS’N

KEnmore 3411

The Sfp Baton

“Safety First”
Assets
$4,811,437.36

Bread and Fancy Cakes

“Service Always”

DIVIDENDS ON
SAVINGS

Reserve Fund

$214,557.26

“Save by Mail”’—We solicit your inquiry
1211 Xenia Avenue

O. F. DAVISSON, President

21 EAST THIRD STREET

A. C. Giambrone

ELLIS J. FINKE, Secretary

—

DAYTON, CHIC
P. A. ENGLER
CHARLES BERECZ

ALOIS MAYER
FRANK C. SCHULZE

WHOLESALE
FRUITS

The Dayton Monument Co.

ADams 1002

Office: 1101 Brown Street (Cor. Frank St.)
Works: Alberta Street at Penn. Railroad

112 COMMERCIAL STREET

2.

Office Phone: FUlton 1362

L

DAYTON, OHIC

ey

John T, Barlow Co,

Patronize Our Advertisers

WHOLESALE

DRY GOODS
@ NOTIONS

J. E. SAUM & SONS
138-140 EAST SECOND STREET

Wholesale Mfg. Confectioners
Distributors for Puritan Chocolates

J. Hungerford Smith Co. Fountain Syrups

Third and Sears Streets
DAYTON, OHIO

PHONE—FUlton 5697

Coca-Cola Syrup

WALKERS, inc
HART,SCHAFFNER&MARX
CLOTHES exclusively
135 N. Main Street

Bernhard Bros. Blends ‘<”
ROASTERS OF HIGH-GRADE COFFEES
Jobbers of Teas and Spices
You cannot afford to pass us by when in the market

ASK YOUR GROCER

BERNHARD BROS.—Pine and Marshall Sts., Dayton, Ohio

Compliments

of
SHERMAN WHITE &
COMPANY

Laundry and
Hospital
Supplies
SOAP, SODA, STARCH,
BLUEING, PADDING

v

Ask for SUCHER’S
“VICTORY BRAND”
Hams, Bacon, Lard,
Dressed Beef, Pork, Veal, Mutton, Sausages,
Cooked Meats, Etc.

Various kinds of

Cotton and Wood Materials, Etc.
Established Forty Years Ago

All our products are U. S. Gov. inspected.

The FANSHER

The Chas. Sucher Packing Co.

Bros. Company

N. Western Ave. and Dakota St., Dayton, O.
HEmlock 1261

113 West Court Street
DAYTON, OHIO
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GIFFORD’S
PASTEURIZED
COD

CREAMERY BUTTER

This Magazine is
Our Product

Gie

7 .C.Ely Printing

CHARLES F. DICKMAN

Company

Contractor and Builder
Residence 529 Hickory Street

Repairs Attended to Promptly.

Phone FUlton 6561
205-207-209 S. JEFFERSON ST.

>

Joe Spatz
BAKERY

When in need of new Glasses or
repairs are necessary on the
old glasses, visit

EAGLE AND MADRIVER
STREETS

Telephone FUlton 4832

117 South Ludlow

OPTICIANS

Hollencamps

Ask the U. of D. Boys,
They know!

The Joe.
0,Frank Co,

SODA

BUTTER, EGGS & POULTRY

In all Assorted Flavors and the Very Best

Quality Store—29 S. Jefferson St.

Just phone what you want and we will deliver to you

Phone ADams 3091

PHONE

KEnmore 4178—Plant, Xenia Pike

Val. Hegman
Dealer in and Manufacturer of

Trunks
Bags

TRY OUR CEREAL BEVERAGES

“Golden Glow”
AND

cs

“Dark Cream”
VERZ

REFRESHING

Suit Cases
Harness
TRUNKS & SAMPLE WORK
A SPECIALTY
Repairing of All Kinds
ADams 5652

The Hollencamp Products Co.
TELEPHONE FUlton 3422

136 EAST THIRD STREET
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Retreat
By EDWIN H. SAUER
Winds, chill this fevered brow’,

Rains, cool these tepid eyes!
Mists, soothe this steady pain,
And calm these heavy sighs,
As I begin this lonely march toward home.
My bugle sounds “farewell”
To war and strife. My flag
Is lowered: captives gone,
In dust my honors drag,
As I begin this lonely march toward home.
My soul is deeply scarred,
It begs final release.

My troubled mind cries out
In mutiny, for peace.
All men, behold my plight!
All nature hear my song

Of humble chords!

And Thou,

O God, please walk along,

As I begin this lonely march toward home.

ie
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Juggins On Reading
By BARRY DWYER
| had not seen Juggins for some time. Iliterally
ran into him one winter afternoon. It was one
of those pale days, when the sun seems to have
been replaced bya chilly counterfeit; by some re-

verse alchemy its gold has turned to silver; its
warm friendliness has become austere condescension.

Juggins, preceded by his pipe, rounded a corner at
full speed. He resembled nothing so much as an
old-fashioned locomotive. I stepped in his path,
whereupon he hastily threw on the brakes and permitted his coat tails to catch up with him.
“In a hurry?” I questioned after settling my hat
at a normal angle.
“Take a walk.

Come on,” he answered.

‘This

was the shortest explanation I ever heard Juggins
give.
We walked. Street after street flashed by. . I was
conscious of the curious glances of normal pedestrians. I thought of the adventures of Alice in
Wonderland; just so must she have felt trying to

keep up with the White Queen. Juggins was a determined pace-maker. What could have upset him
so thoroughly? I was well used to his peculiarities by this time and so resolved to hang on until
exhaustion to learn the answer. After a Jules

a comfortable income, the source of which I never
discovered (I believe it to be an inheritance), and

with which he is extremely generous.

Money and

material possessions, often anchors to weaker men,

have never been able to fasten themselves to Juggins. He is in a true sense “poor in spirit.” His
landlady is strong in patience, and looks on the
antics of her lodger as the necessary weakness to
balance his virtues, not the least of which is punc-

tuality.

One thing she will not tolerate; she will

not have strange tramps and jail birds in her re-

spectable house, but I have known of cases when
Juggins had peculiar bed-fellows..
“Literacy,” said my friend waving me to the only
chair, “is rapidly becoming a curse.”
“But my dear boy,” I remonstrated, “you surely
do not regard education as a curse. It is absurd.

Why to educate the majority of people would be a
tremendous thing; a wonderful blessing to the
country.”
“I have no doubt of it. The only difficulty is that
teaching them to read and write does not educate
them. I could go further and say that an ability to
read, where there is danger of no more developed
training, will become a burden and a hindrance to

Verne tour of the city we arrived abruptly before

the welfare of an individual.

his rooms.

“I know that mass education, at the least, literacy, are enthroned in the minds of our people,” he

“Come on up,” said he. “We'll havealittle talk.”
I had triumphed. But at what cost! I could
only pant wordless acceptance.
Juggins’ rooms are the oddest I have ever seen.
Not in the sense of being eccentrically decorated,
but in their lack of adequate furnishings. Yet Juggins is not a poor man; rather, he practices being

a poor man. And with him it is not a pose. He has

continued, “and they are worthy aspirations. But
what of the people who are taught to read and
write and not to think? To what use will they put
their training? To what use do they put it now?
To the interests of business and of pleasure. But
commerce and pleasure are not the most important
things in life, nor is education. Many persons rePage seven

gard them as such; they are not. ‘he most important things in life are living correctly, and attaining
the end for which we live. Any man of sanity will
admit that life is not purposeless. The complaint
of most is that they do not know the purpose. You
and I know. It is expressed simply and profoundly
in our grade school catechism: ‘To know, to love,
and to serve God in this world, and to be happy
with Him forever in the next.’ ”
I nodded assent.
“Tf life has a definite purpose, why so haphazard-

I waited while Juggins thoughtfully looked out
upon the evening traffic.
“Reading has become too much of a habit,” he
said slowly. “Io many the written word has ceased
to have meaning; it is no longer written thought.
I think the reason for this is that men in great part
no longer read with purpose, but because of nervous energy, or newspaper training which makes
them read everything without stopping to weigh

its value. We should read only with a purpose in
mind; purposeless reading is wasted effort.

If we

ly educate ourselves to live?”
“T do not know what you are driving at,” I said
“I just came from the Public Library—”
I ejaculated: “My intellect is enlightened.” |
had been to the library myself.
“And there,” he ignored my interruption, “I saw
high school students innocently wandering among
poisoned baits and deadly traps. Such alluring
traps, too. Such clever, attractive titles. Such fer-

have no purpose in reading, it should be avoided,
and another form of activity put in its place. This
may be physical exercise, work, intelligent conversation—prayer. We should read only to stimulate
thought, to acquire knowledge, or to recreate the

tile minds; uneducated and credulous. Do you see
why I deplore literacy? Pupils should be educated
before they begin to read, before they begin to read
seriously.”

pun, but reading has made many men drunk. Not
(with a sly smile), that books should be prohibited
because of this. No, books may be abused just as
drink; but the fault lies with the man who abuses
writing, reading and drinking, not with books or

I laughed at the idea of education before such a
time. “You would put the cart before the horse.”
“Not so,” Juggins came back triumphantly, “1
refer to training in the things that count; in religion. You evidently forget your own education.
The Catholic Church insists upon the education in
the fundamentals of the Faith of her children, while

they are children.

This is before the period when

they will be exposed to the dangers of loose read-

ing. The Catholic child is prepared for life before
he steps into it. More so than the average nonCatholic adult, who has been fighting its battles for
years. He (the Catholic) has a Faith to rely upon.

It is up to him to see that the knowledge of his
Faith increases with his secular knowledge. Car-

dinal Newman said it was a necessity for man to

take a step forward in the knowledge of his religion for every step he made in intellectual knowledge. ‘That should be thought over carefully by

those in charge of our educational systems.”|
He relit his pipe.
“You see, the idea was neither original, nor foolish.”
“What would you do, if you had control of the
reading of students?” I asked.
He replied simply, “I would teach them how to
read, and ask that they receive some religious instruction.”
“You would teach them how to read?”
“T would attempt to. Teaching them how to
read would be a perfect success.

There is the ele-

ment of personal response to be considered; the
element of free will.”

Page eight

mind; never as a habit, or a time killer.

Time dies

rapidly enough by itself.
“T remember Francis Bacon said in his essay on
Studies, ‘Reading maketh a full man.’ It is a sorry

drink.”
“What of the Index?” I thought I had caught
him.
“The Index has not the same application as prohibition. The Church lists certain books which are
dangerous. She forbids the reading of them under
pain of sin, and gives the reason—danger. Does
this restrict the freedom of the will? No! I can
read these books without being thrown into jail.
It is on my conscience. ‘The Church is no policeman; I am my own policeman. Another point;
some of these books may be read with the proper

permission, if the reading is for a legitimate purpose.
“My analogy limped a little; every analogy is
born lame.

Your difficulty, however, couldn’t even

walk. You would class all printed matter as one.
Do I call all liquids by the same name? Hardly!
I need no prohibition to tell me not to drink poison.
The Church protects us by commanding us not to
read poisoned writing. Nevertheless, many people
have suicided by the deliberate use of poison. The
law commands all poisons to be labeled as such.
What of mental poison? What if I did not know
poison from whisky, wine or water? What of those
who do not know error from truth; who are told
that vice is virtue; that morals are manners; that

religion is a fetish?”
“But you cannot prohibit the freedom of speech.”
“Nor would I wish to. You evidently confuse
license with liberty. I am not at liberty to say
truth is a falsehood, nor that falsehood is the truth.

If

such

liberty

were

applied

to government

it

would be an impossible task to prohibit men from
the abuse of thought and speech. We were not

important?

What of the purpose of life, and the

considering such procedure; our problem was to see

way of attaining that purpose? Why is it that men
are willing to say of this all-important matter that
one answer is as good as another, that no one

that readers had a basis for judgment, and until

knows the answer, that there is no answer; and

such judgment was formulated that they would be
protected. Let us take an example. Suppose you
had never learned to tell one color from another.
You were, however, potentially able to distinguish.
Now, there were three men who offered to teach
you to judge color. One was blind from birth, another was color-blind, the third had normal eye-

now, that there is not even a problem? What of
those who are uneducated in this matter, being
placed without warning in the presence of a thou-

sight.

Which would you choose?”

“Why, the normal man.

But how would I know

whether he was normal or not?”
“He would have to prove himself correct.
would have to demonstrate.

there is one answer; that there is one truth?

He, by the way, would

Such attempts fall flat in the demon-

stration. All fakirs and quacks, whether sincere or
dishonest, are unable to prove or demonstrate their

theories.
“If this is true of color, what of something more

And,

that this truth is taught by one body—the Catholic Church?”
“We cannot force the world to accept Catholicity,” I said.

“I know.

He

be the only one able to prove and demonstrate. The
others could only attempt a proof based on guess

or opinion.

sand contradictory answers; without warning that

I always think of the account of the

martyrdom of Saint Stephen. When his enemies
were not able to refute his words, they stopped
their ears and tried to shout him down.
“Yet, we can do one thing. We can prove that
no attention should be paid to sex maniacs, professors of pessimism, or materialistic mechanics who

have organized the greatest side show on earth.”
He paused. “Every show must havea final curtain.”

Page nine

A Scallion For Large Corporations
By MASON C. BENNER
F

\ HE Standard Dictionary defines a corporation
as being “An artificial person created by law,
consisting of one or more natural persons
united in one body under such grants as secure a
succession of members without changing the identity of the body, and empowered to act in a certain
capacity or to transact business of some designated
form or nature like a natural person.”

This definition is so general that it is vague.
From my own personal observations through contact with corporations, I am going to be specific

and give a definition of “large” corporations, which,
after all, are the real and important ones. A large
corporation is a small group of persons, conveniently considered by law as a soulless individual, and

permitted to obtain any amountof * ‘sucker’ shareholders, to whom it is not bound to secure either
principle or interest, and to transact business, to
water

stock, doctor

financial

statements,

evade

taxes, or use any other methods of gaining income
that it can get away with, for the purpose of enriching this small group of persons.
There are two methods by which large corporations gain their proportions. The first and most

minute group are the businesses that start out as
small companies and, by dint of sheer ability in

producing a popular product or in genius manage-

great annoyance and make splendid food for the
“Gobblers,” the latter are following their splendid

code of ethics that might makes right, and are preparing to put into practice that good old system of
making big ones out of little ones.
Here is how they are doing it. The “Cobblers,”
with their huge staff of engineers, have found that

they have been giving the public better insulated
refrigerators than they require, so they have done
away with the old and costly cork, rock wool, and
mineral wool in their cabinets and have replaced

them with corrugated paper or silver foil. Consequently, they have greatly reduced their production costs

and greatly increased their profits. Now, if you
will notice, there has been no great rush to reduce
prices and give the consumers the benefit of science’s great advancement for humanity, but wait.
The “Gobblers” have a well planned method in this
madness.

They have met and decided that in unity

is great strength.
They have come to an agreement to fix prices.
They do not intend to cut each other’s throats, but
to reduce prices to a point where the smaller producers can no longer operate at a profit. Here is
where the “Gobblers” swallow up the little fellows

and gain a virtual monopoly in their field. Of
course price-fixing agreements and monopolies are

ment, grow into large corporations. The second
and most prevalent method is the “Gobbling” system, or the practice of making big ones out of little ones.
To illustrate the “Gobbling” system, let us take
a practical example. We could take the railroads,
but, to be different, let us consider the electrical

a direct violation of the law, but what are corpora-

field but they have been quick to learn. At present
there are over fifty concerns manufacturing and distributing electrical refrigerators for household and
commercial use. Of course, this is creating consid-

these accountants who no longer owes allegiance
since the deflation period has occurred. You will

refrigeration industry. Thisis a comparatively new

erable competition.

Prices are bound to vary,

with the consumer receiving the benefit. Although

the owners are unfamiliar with the word, even as
are the world powers, this is a violation of big

business “ethics.”
Of course, most of these refrigerator manufacturers are of the small variety, but there are about five
of them who have reached the cultivated, or “Gob-

bling” stage.
Page ten

Now, since these little fellows are a

tion lawyers for? Roosevelt and his big stick are
gone. Watch how smoothly they get away with it.
Do corporations doctor financial statements,
water stock, and evade taxes? Well, don’t believe
me, ask any other accountant who has worked for

any large one. All high financing is done in the
accounting department. It is easy to find one of

find them glad to tell you about the trick of capitalizing everything from waste scrap to bent pins;
how to bury a bone during the good months and

dig it up again when the period is lean; how they
take two inventories, one for quick sale and one for
the stockholders; how they refinance and subdivide
into separate corporations only on the books, to
avoid state taxes; how they fix their donations account; how they keep inventory in transit from one
state to another at taxation time; and many other
trade secrets.

You probably wonder how they get away with
it. Sodo I. But I do know that they usually keep
within the letter of the law. Then there is the
matter of who the auditors are. They are sometimes afflicted with greed, too. ‘Today it is an accepted formula that all is fair in love, war, and that

but a privilege which ‘the workingman himself
helped to make possible. These large corporations
represent capital, and as Abraham Lincoln said,
“Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital. Capital is only the fruit of labor, and could not have

goes for business as well.

existed if labor had not existed.”

Another thing to con-

true to a certain extent, but this is not a bounty

sider is the fact that great political machines require a tremendous amount of money to operate.
The party in power is backed almost to a man by
the large corporations. These in turn supply, not
openly of course, most of this political financing.
Is it likely that the motive is purely philanthropic?

There is the question of how large corporations
justify their existence. They maintain that they
have made mass production possible and thus raised

the standard of living by placing luxuries within
the grasp of the workingman.

I believe this to be

But few large corporations hold this theory or
put

it

into

practice.

This

has

placed

the

bulk of the wealth of the United States, the
richest country in the world, into the hands of

about a thousand people. Millions are now in want
who helped produce this wealth.

Sucha situation

can not last. The wisest directors of these commercial giants foresee this and are taking some inadequate steps to remedy the situation. History shows
that greed brings about tyranny and tyranny brings
about revolution.

My Estrellita
By N. DIDISHKO
I will search for you and whisper,

Darling Estrellita!

Let me render ere we part
The devotion of my heart;

I am dying with desire
For your cold celestial fire,
Glowing, sparkling, tempting me
Thru eternal mystery
To that placid distant shore,
Where my soul may love forevermore.
Darling Starlet, Maiden blessed,

I will find you in my quest

Thru the ethers of all spaces;

By your twinkling sisters’ faces
I will search for you and whisper,
Darling Estrellita!
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Mr. Doxtord’s Day
By ROGER WISE
M

ISS Westly glanced sharply about her, as
her fingers tightened around the small
antique jade statue.

The apartment bell

began to ring. She withdrew her hand quickly, but
made no attempt to answer the bell. Again the
ringing was heard. Backing away from the mantel, her eyes came to rest on the door.

The knob

turned and the door was slowly pulled upon. A
shabby hawk-faced man, carrying a box in one
hand and a cleaner handle in the other appeared in

and show you just how powerful IT is. The ‘Sunshine’ has the latest kind of a beating-brush, which

beats the dirt from the carpet and then sucks it
up into the bag. Now watch closely and see how
effectively and easily the cleaner has picked up the
dirt. Mr. Greenwood must be a rich guy,” he said
glancing around the room, “he sure has a swell
dump here.”
“Yeh, but go on with your demonstration.”
“Another feature of this cleaner is the zipper bag

the doorway.
“Is Mr. Greenwood in?” he inquired.
“No, Mr. Greenwood went out several hours ago.

which enables a person to empty the bag with very
little effort or trouble.”
“That is indeed a unique idea,” said Miss West-

What do you want?”

ly, “but does this cleaner have an adjustable hand?”

“You are the maid, aren’t you?”

“Why—er yes.”
“T am Mr. Doxford, representative of the Reynold Vacuum Cleaner Company. Mr. Greenwood
asked me to come out and demonstrate our new
cleaner to you.”
“Well, do you usually enter a gentleman’s apartment without waiting until someone opens the
door?” she demanded.
“Oh, no, Miss,” said Mr. Doxford, “but you see

the door was open and Mr. Greenwood had told me
to come out, so after ringing the bell I figured it

would be all right just to walk in.”
“Can’t you come back tomorrow? I’m very busy
just now.”
“Sorry, Miss, but I got other jobs for tomorrow.”

“Oh, yes, indeed,” replied Mr. Doxford stooping
down, “by merely adjusting ths small thumb-screw
you can set the hand at any desirable angle.

That

sure is a good-looking statue there on the mantel.”
“That is one of Mr. Greenwood’s most valued an-

tiques.”

oa

“By the way, I want you to try running this
sweeper and see for yourself just how easy it is to
push. It is mounted on ball-bearing wheels, and
even a child can push it.”
Miss Westly stood up and pushed the cleaner
back and forth across the room.
“This certainly runs smooth,” she exclaimed. “I
believe that it is easier to push than any sweeper I
have ever tried.”

“About how much is that statue worth?” inquired

“Well, how long will the demonstration take?”

Mr. Doxford.

“Oh, not very long; half an hour, or maybe less.”
“Come on then and get it over with,” she said as

“Oh, about 15 grand,” was her reply. “What does
this cleaner sell for?”
“That one would cost you $89.50 plus attachments. Do you think Mr. Greenwood will buy it?”

she sat down in a nearby chair.
Mr. Doxford set down his packages and proceeded to put the vacuum cleaner together.
“May I use the plug over by that table?” he inquired.
“Yes, that one will be all right.”
“You see, Miss, this cleaner is really the last
word. It is guaranteed to cut your housework in
two. The ‘Sunshine’ will clean your house more
thoroughly and in less time than any other vacuum
sweeper on the market. If it does not give com-

plete satisfaction your money will be refunded at
once.”
“T’ve often heard about your wonderful cleaner,”
said Miss Westly.
“T will sprinkle some sand and dirt on the rug
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“Oh, I think he will, because we need one bad

enough. The one we are using now is over two
years old and is quite rundown.”
“Tn case you would care for a larger one, we have
several other models.”
“T think this one will serve the purpose,” Miss

Westly responded.
“T’ll drop back later this afternoon to see if Mr.
Greenwood cares to make a purchase,” he said detaching the cleaner.
“Yes, that will be a good idea, for Mr. Green-

wood will probably be back in an hour or so.”
Mr. Doxford stooped down and replaced his

cleaner in the box.

He stood up and searched the

floor with his eyes.

“Would you mind getting me a piece of cord to
tie up the box? I seem to have lost the piece I
had.”
“Certainly,’ replied Miss Westly, withdrawing
Bd

from the room.
As soon as she had left the room, Doxford picked
up the cleaner and stepped over to the marble man-

tel.

was fish to get into. I had my hands on the thing
and was already to beat it, when in walks some
lousy guy, posing as a vacuum cleaner agent.
to his bum demonstration.

ok

*K

2K

“What rotten breaks I do get, Pete. Planned the
job for months.

My watcher tipped me that the

servants and Mr. Greenwood were out. ‘I‘he house

He asked me to get

him a piece of cord and when I got back, he had
beat it, statue and all.

Such luck, but, Pete, you

just got to get me another chance.”
X*

He snatched the jade statue, deposited it in

his box and made a hurried departure from the
house.

He

took me for the maid and I had to sit and listen

*

*

“Another stiff one, Louie. Had a bit of luck today. I went to the house disguised as a vacuum
cleaner salesman and found only a dumb maid there.
I demonstrated the cleaner to her until I could get

her out of the room, bagged the statue and then
beat it. Pretty slick, huh? The junk ought to bring
at least 10 grand at Frisco.

Two Minutes of Thought
By EDWIN H. SAUER
PROVERB
New ecstacies are never found.
Our bliss ’round ancients hovered.
Ere man was present half a year,
Earth’s joys were all discovered.

TO THE RELIGIOUS
No footprint yours on time’s cold sand,

But in your house built strong and high,
You offer to bathe each man’s tired foot,
As men, who leave those prints, pass by.
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Adventure in Introspection
By JOHN LINDSEY
(): afternoon during the Holidays I allowed
myself an afternoon at the theatre. This
was my first visit for some months, and I
had quite recovered from the last feeling of disgust

ruler. I was positive that this was his palace and
my lungs refused to work until something should
happen. But for lack of anything exciting in this
palace, I soon found myself walking in the sands of

over the type of pictures that were being shown.
The advertising boards in the front of the place

the desert. I was away from any sign of life and
there was nothing but sand for miles around. The
going was becoming a struggle. Then of a sudden

looked most inviting and I was truly convinced that
this show would be different. The supposed pleasure from the bill of entertainment turned out to be

something of a mental struggle; but my time was
well spent in watching the people around me, and
from them I learned a much-needed lesson.

Entering the theatre some minutes before show
time the cogs of my imagination were immediately
set into motion. The day outside was a dreary
one; chilled winds, wet pavement and a bleak,
dreary sky were offered a most outstanding contrast by the interior of the show place. I was suddenly thrust from a city of real life to the frills and
frostings of a land of show-people. Instead of hard
pavement, my feet enjoyed the luxury of thick,
mushy carpeting; as a relief from hard and grumpy

I began to sink in this awful waste.

Frantically I

searched for some kind of a support, but my eyes
met none. Miles ahead I saw something white but
this was of no use to me. But what was this?
From behnd I heard crunchy footsteps and knew

that I would be rescued.

I was irritated that the

man didn’t hurry, then remembered the time | had

had trying to walk in this sand. Ah, no need to
worry now, for he was right behind. Then with a
none-too-easy bump and the crackling of wrapping
paper I was jostled out of my wanderings. Instead
of being rescued, the show was cut off at the most

exciting part. My only thought was, “Can’t a man

faces and stone buildings I saw beautiful oils, wood

even keep away from people in the middle of a
desert? I would rather have continued sinking to
see the outcome of the affair.”

carvings and pictures of the stars who at least wore
their show smiles; my eyes were rested from a sul-

my boots I faced around to see who the intruder

len air and artificial daylight shop signs by the

could be. By this time my anger had done its duty
and I had worked up an appropriate speech for

warm, glowing effusion of softened lights.

I stop-

Without even bothering to stamp the sand from

ped for a moment to enjoy this extravaganza and
was soon carried off to a land of beautiful dreams.
What an atmosphere for a visit to some forbidden
castle! For a flash I was transplanted to Old England. This was rich. But no, England would be

such crude persons who couldn’t see two feet in

staunch and formal and luxurious, but would not
possess such an air of showiness. The frills were

just long enough for my face to work up to a beau-

too many to be of English origin.

Reluctantly, I

weak “Pardon me.” Without further ado she turned

strapped on my mental wings and we were off
again. In my search for a suitable landing place
my eyes met a huge vase and I struck upon an idea.
This would be an ancient Egyptian palace! Just
right; the atmosphere so soft that it seemed upon
the verge of breaking; lights low enough to fade

and marched down the aisle, leaving me, as it were,
not in the middle of the desert, but in a most con-

out at any moment; glimmering, glistening chandeliers of cut glass that had the appearance of being poured from a fountain; ornamentation of stone
and a touch of wood sculpture. Yet it was all done
to the point of being artificial. Good enough,—so

ridding myself of a hat, and folding my coat to a
neat package (which was to be soon crumpled by
latecomers) I settled back and noticed an announce-

front of them. But my luck was against me. For
who can deliver a stinging speech, tasting of both
vinegar and pepper, to a pretty young girl? Nevertheless, I was still angry, and opened my mouth—
tiful shade of red—before I uttered an extremely

spicuous spot.in a theatre lobby,—a poor place to
commence and Old-World wandering.
In any event there were still good seats and now
was the time to get one. After all the business of

ment that there would be an organ recital.

Well,

stillness, not of mere calm, but of absolute silence.

this would be peaceful, and probably I could manage another trip to Egypt. Surely this time I
would not be allured to desert ramblings.

Probably we were awaiting’ the entrance of the

But upon looking around, any hope that I might

much the more suggestive of Egypt.
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And such a

have had marched away to the stacatto tune of

was a companion of mine and we were both of the
same race. I was no different than he and he no

crackling peanuts. ‘Then | saw newspapers and
headlines; murders, kidnappings and_ robberies.
Surely I would never get back to that barbarous
civilization. Directly in front of me there were a
pair of ears trying with all their might and main
to work loose from a bald head. ‘They kept per-

ulous.

fect time to the smack-smack-smack of chewing

The truth kept bouncing up and I found myself at

gum. I wondered what this person would do when
the heroine in the picture found herself near death
at the hands of outlaws. He certainly had a fresh

a loss for an alibi.
After an age of misery the organ finally came to
life. Here was a thundering peal of deep-throated

stick for the climax!

Such a thoughtful youngster; truly a remarkable
infant. However, I came to the unhappy thought

notes.
fling.
heavy
carols

that we would probably be favored with another

floated through the air.

selection at the wedding of the hero and heroine.

and flute-like at first; then guttural and bass. Sure-

And—well, here was some-

thing different—a baby crying before show time!

But since I was never to discover this fact we will
forget the whole matter.
Everywhere I looked, I saw untidy people, a mob

of sloppy citizens. Was this the crowd of theatregoers in our city? Gum-chewers, peanut-crunchers and murder-fiends carried an overwhelming majority. The surroundings made their appearance
so much the more disgusting.
Then came the thought that I was one of them.
This was a blow on the chin, causing me to sit boltupright in the seat.

I was startled to a most un-

comfortable degree and began a systematic business
of self-examination.

My collar was buttoned and I

wore a necktie; no—I was neither chewing gum
nor eating peanuts and | knew I had no newspaper.
I even ran a fond hand over my hair, and took par-

ticular notice of my shoes. Everything was in perfect order and the fact brought me much relief. I
began to thank my lucky stars that at least I was

different than these people.

With a perfectly dis-

tinct and very formal ‘Humph!’ I had elevated my-

self to a high position in my own estimation. Taking further notice of my cleanliness of person and
neatness of dress, I climbed on a pedestal high
above the crowd. Why, I was a young demigod. |
worshipped at my own shrine.

I had reached the

height of self-satisfaction and that point of egotism which ceases to be an asset.

Again I gloated

to myself: “Thank heaven, I’m not like these people surrounding me.”

different than these others that I had rated as my
inferiors. It was the cruel truth and I tried to
wriggle out of it. But flattering thoughts would not
come. I tried to laugh it off. Why, this was ridicBut I couldn’t hide behind forced smiles.

Seemingly, a young volcano was having its
Now the inevitable occurred. Slowly the
operatic selections faded away. Christmas
made beautiful to the point of being sublime
This was cheerful; soft-

ly these sounds were coming from the very bowels

of the earth.

Just at the moment I was seeing

heavy snows and holly wreaths, there was a sud-

den stop and the organist burst into a medley of
popular tunes. For lack of a suitable modulation at
the end of this, the organist used three bongs of a
grand-father clock and a corresponding number of
cuckoos. (There were no grounds for argument

here—I agreed perfectly). ‘Then we were to take
a trip. Flitting from here to there on this old earth,

we were in the Orient, then on the sidelines of the
American War; from here to a march with the

French Foreign Legion. But a grievance remained
in the fact that we did mostly flitting and little

stopping. No sooner would we get comfortably
seated somewhere in Morocco than our reverie was

broken by the fifes and drums and the “Spirit of
76.” My interest was aroused by the various
sound effects, to such an extent that I craned my.
neck to catch a glimpse of the organist.

I was soon

satisfied, for he was well fortified by rows and rows

of keys and a young barricade of stops. Now
here was a real person who could find his way

around on this complicated affair and still produce

beautiful music. Probably I compared more with
that organist than with those other people around

me. And here Christmas was in the very air. Why,

life wasn’t so bad after all; I wanted to quit being

a cynic and acrab.

I would be a human being and

enjoy it. And so I managed to work up quite a
little foam about myself.

Just at the moment the lather was most abundant
with bubbles, someone behind gave me an unpleasant gouge in the back and I was greeted with a

the motion picture sound device camea

serpent struck at the most logical moment and in-

sounds that were certainly not human, I thought
my ear-drums would burst. Somehow I managed

“What the heck are you all dressed up for?” The
flicted a stinging wound. This was the most disconcerting thing any one could have said to me at this
exact moment and the remark bore its effect well.
I was no more “dressed-up” than usual but some-

how this remark seemed to carry the truth.

He

Then came another blow.

With the opening of
series of

to learn the names of the actors and the copyright
number and some very boresome data about a board

of censors. Then came the picture. Here they
were; real humans. No slovenly, sloppy way of liying for them. These were my people. Real. They
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didn’t chew gum or eat peanuts. But was that leading man looking at me? Well, he needn’t have that
sneer for me. I was as good as he, but somehow he

the crowd of my fellow human beings.

It gave a

kept drilling holes through and through me. I became panicky and thought any minute that he
would start to tell the audience about me; that I
was of the same stuff as they; that the pedestal I
had placed myself upon was built entirely of ego-

here to keep a man from sinking in the sands of a

feeling of security knowing that I was incon-

spicuous.

I was one of them.

Plenty of support

desert. And I smiled—then laughed—at myself.
What fools we are to try to get away from the fact
that we are human and that we enjoy being human.
Christmas was in the air. Shop lights gave an un-

could jump off, the person next to me had to move.

usual lustre to humanity. Then another gouge in
the ribs brought a “My gosh, he must have a date.
Why all the dressed-up appearance?” Again I
became self-satisfied, but this time in a different

Then others stood in their places while I passed.

manner. It was a feeling of cheer and good-spirits.

With a fearful bound and a cold sweat I found myself in the daylight once more.
I was on hard pavement once more. No sand

Yes, I had a date.

tism and I could feel it slowly crumbling.

Well, I

wouldn’t let it fall out from under me. I would
jump off and play the cards myself. But before |

here to get in the boots, and I was soon lost in
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It was to be with myself to

celebrate my victory over my shadow ofa self. I
became all worked-up and in the excitement found
myself reaching for a stick of gum.

Labor Making Devices
By DON SHARKEY
6cP

\ HE machine must serve man, not man the
machine,” so declared our student econo-

of setting my thoughts—such as they are—down

on paper.

mist, John Connelly, in the January number of this magazine. Well, Mr. Connelly is prob-

A typewriter, of course, is out of the question. I
try a common lead pencil. ‘This works all right un-

ably correct, but for some reason or other I could
never get service out of any machine I ever came in

til the point wears down; then my troubles com-

contact with. Perhaps it’s because I don’t understand them. Just as the great general must under-

and grind away. I remove the pencil and see that
the point has broken off completely by this time. I
put the pencil back in. I grind away once more. I

stand men and the animal trainer must under-

mence anew.

I put the pencil into the sharpener

stand animals, the person who expects to master

remove the pencil.

machines must understand machinery. That’s where

time the pencil is getting shorter and_ shorter.

I’m deficient.
‘Take the common Eversharp for instance. I
never could understand it. I don’t know how it
works or where to find the eraser and extra pieces
of lead or anything else about it. The whole thing

Finally there is nothing left but a tiny stub in my
hand and a pile of sawdust on the floor. The pile
of sawdust is caused by the glass casing falling to
the floor and breaking. It always does.
In desperation I turn to my fountain pen. First
I must fill it. I always put the pen too far down

is a complete mystery to me.

I received an Ever-

sharp for Christmas this year, and I didn’t find out
until a few days ago that it even had an eraser. A
friend of mine borrowed it, and I saw him take it
apart in the middle, and, behold, there was the
eraser and under the eraser the lead! I could have
had that pencil for years and I never would have
thought of taking it apart in the middle. I guess

I’m just not mechanically minded.
when I wish to write. I can use my Eversharp as
long as there is a piece of lead in it, but I find myself unequal to the task of putting in a new piece.
One day I did try it. I thought, “Well, other peo-

And all the

into the bottle, and then when I take it out I get
ink all over everything including myself. This accounts for the large laundry bills at our house. I
pull out the little lever and let it back slowly just
as anyone else would do. Again just as anyone else

would do I try to write.
write.

You notice I said try to

Anyone else not only would try to write,

but he would write.

I always find myself in an embarrassing situation

Still no point.

But nothing ever works for

me. I find that no ink comes out of the pen. I pull
out the lever, and then I discover why they are
called fountain pens. I think a much better name,

although, would be geyser pens; I always call mine
“Old Unfaithful” anyway. People visiting our

pl can do it. Why can’t I?” I took off my coat,
rolled up my sleeves, and with a determined look

house for the first time invariably have some comment to make about the strange design on our wall

on my face I undertook the job.

paper.

‘T'wo hours later

the top of my desk was littered with Eversharp
parts (and you have no idea how many parts one
of those things has), and I was running around the
room on all fours snarling and snapping at every-

one who tried to approach me. Never again! Now,
whenever I use up the old piece of lead, I lend the
pencil to some friend, and he has to put in the new
piece before he can use it.
The trouble with this plan is that usually I can’t
find a friend who wants to borrowa pencil, and besides, even if I should find such a friend I would

have to wait until he
could use it myself.
buy a new Eversharp
piece of lead; so I am

had finished with it before I
Naturally, I can’t afford to
every time I use up the first
forced to seek another means

I never bother to explain that the “design”

is nothing but ink spots from my fountain pen.
By this time I am pretty discouraged and begin

to wonder how I am ever going to write. I think I
have solved the problem at last, though. I am writing this article with one of those sign printing sets.
You remember, the kind you used to play with
when you were a kid. You apply each letter to an

ink pad and then stamp it on the paper. I admit
I don’t get much speed out of a set like this, but at
least I don’t have to be a mechanic in order to run
one.
7
Our civilization is becoming much too complex
to suit me. Life has become one horrible nightmare of loose leaf note books, cigarette lighters,
combination locks, windshield wipers which always
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work at the wrong time and never work when they
are supposed to, and cans which you “open by
merely turning the key.” Things have come to a
pretty pass when a man has to be a mechanic in
order to obtain his daily food. Even when I want
to call someone up, I have the dial telephone to
contend with. I think I will have to either start
building fires in the back yard so that I can send
smoke signals or else stop trying to communicate

at all and become a hermit right in the midst
ilization; that is if you call Middletown
midst of civilization.
The automatic elevator is another fiendish
tion which is doing much to make my life

of civin the
invenmiser-

able. Once I spent an entire morning in an automatic elevator, and in that whole time I could not
get it to stop at my floor. Finally, when I found

myself back on the first floor, I got out and went
home considering myself to be lucky at that.

It will not be long before we will be doing all
our work by machinery. I have already spoken of
the dial telephone and the automatic elevator. In
addition I could mention the automat where we
have to be our own waiters, the camera with which

we take our own pictures, and many others. Soon
we will have to be running our own street cars
and doing everything else for ourselves. Labor-

saving devices indeed!
Well, John Connelly and the rest of you may
keep on living in this machine civilization and pretending to be happy. As for me, I’m going to make
my home on some tropical island far away from it
all, and the most complicated piece of machinery
on the entire island will be a pair of scissors.

A Desire
By EDWIN H. SAUER
Let me live on a mountain,

Wrapped in mists, with the rain in my eyes,
And the winds that howl encircling my shack.
Let me live on a mountain,

And gather the blue of the changing skies,
Climb onto a cloud, and try to reach back.
Let me live on a mountain,

And fling to the sun my tears and sighs,
And see 1t dimmed by their attack.
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Alexander Sergeyevich Pushkin
By N. DIDISHKO
[ is not a pleasure for me to confess that 1

Tale” must have caused the ‘T'sar considerable

have been utterly surprised at the lack of

pain, for the Emperor is represented as blessing the

knowledge which the average American col-

people and bidding them “rejoice because I have

lege student possesses regarding great literary mas-

eaten, drunk and dined right well, and am fat, heal-

ters of the Russian language. Truly, Russia has
produced geniuses of letters whose brilliant work

thy and full.” Of course this is written in such a
way that the rhymes and melody make it extremely sharp and funny. The poet, as may be expected,
was exiled and took up his new abode amid towering picturesque mountains in the Caucasus where

is a marvel of realism and beauty that has never
been equalled.

The following has been written with the sincere
intention of acquainting the earnest student with
the greatest genius of Russian verse; his short and
tragic life, and the masterpieces with which he
blessed his country.
It was from an old boyar family, whose ances-

tral lineage dates to the thirteenth century and the
members of which were prominent in Russian his-

he lived with the famous General Rayevsky, and
for a while found happiness. Soon, however, he

felt a great longing for his country. Shortly after
his banishment there arose in the elite literary circles of the capital,fierce and bitter storms over Push-

kin’s “Ruslan and Ludmila.”

The younger gener-

ation received it with grand applause, the old bitterly condemned its theme, because it was new, not
traditional, and not French. The poem as the poet

tory that Pushkin was born. Ascension Day, May
26 (old style), 1799, is the date of his birth. Pushkin was justly proud of his ancestors and in his

said “breathed Russian,” and luckily for us Push-

historical tragedy “Boris Godunoff” he dedicates

kin paid no attention to his critics, but continued

an important part to the memory of Gabriel Gregorovich Puskin who was one of the first to uphold
the cause of Demetrius the Pretender. Alexander
Sergeyevich received a brilliant literary education

at the Lyceum a college specially designed and
opened by Tsar Alexander I.

It was situated in

the wing of the Great Palace at ‘I'sarskoe Selo and
intended for the education of the Grand Dukes and
a few others selected from the nobility.
The young poet found no real love in his family;
his dearest friends were his sister Olga, to whom

he read his childish compositions, and his old faithful nurse Irene. Irene was responsible for preserving in Pushkin a Russian soul; for at that time

French was the spoken language, and French ideals,
literature and thought predominated. The poet
loved his old nurse to his death and writes of her

“let other poets read to whom they will their compositions.

I will read the fruits of my fancy and

meditation to none save to my nurse, the darling of
my youth.” The legends related by her the poet
put into verse for children, and these are marvelous
works of fantastic beauty with a grand simplicity

the hard road of originality which he had begun.
Jukovsky a famous author and teacher of Push-

kin, in approved of this work, sent his portrait with
the inscirption “To a victorious pupil from a defeated master.”
In Caucasia, Pushkin sought distraction and
plunged heavily into a life of licentiousness; yet this
did not distract him from the memories of his be-

loved land. Here he composed the. “Caucasian
Prisoner,” through which breathes a peculiar sadness. It is the story of his own sufferings. The
gorgeous mountains from which the prisoner gazes,

the beauty and yet the desire for freedom, and the
longing for his motherland are described with such
depth of feeling as only Pushkin could put into
verse. “The Fountain of Bakhchisary” and “The
Gypsies” soon followed. In the Gypsies the same
longing and sadness are revealed in a different manner. During these days of banishment Alexander
Sergeyevich wrote many passionate short poems.
Towards the end of his exile he was in love, in

fact with several celebrities at the same time. These

I

short poems are remarkable; each one touches on
some phase of the soul forming a single complete

used to cause mother and aunt much misery by
begging them to read and re-read over and over

and profound emotion. Unfortunately his works
can not be translated, for even the best translations

again these charming tales.

lose the brilliancy that is really Pushkin. However,

of style. They completely captivate the child.

Pushkin wrote many sharp and witty epigrams

ridiculing certain high officials.

His “Christmas

English poetry can be easily translated into Russian and when done by a master like Pushkin gains
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learn foreign and dead languages because of poetry,
which we cannot taste without reading them in the
original, and it is worth the while learning Russian
simply for the sake of reading Pushkin.” Everyone

tic work, for with the publication of Onegin, Pushkin conquered a new kingdom; so far he has written the best Russian verse and the best Russian
prose; in writing Onegin he created the Russian
novel. Onegin is a story of contemporary life told

should read his short stories; they are translated.

in verse, a novel in verse, the first Russian novel

“The Captain’s Daughter,” “Dubrovski’” and oth-

and the best. It has the ease of Byron’s “Don |
Juan,” the reality of Fielding and Miss Austin, and

in radiance and passion.

Dr. Johnson wrote, “we

ers usually published together, are classics of the
best type and shall satisfy every reader.
His exile did not last long and he was at first
allowed to return and live on his estate. He keenly felt the joys of freedom and started to compose
with renewed vigor, reading his fancies to his dear
old nurse. ‘Two years later he was freed entirely

and could reside wherever he wished.
it was shortly after his return from Caucasia that
Pushkin put his finishing touch to “Poltava.” This
treats of the time when Charles XII of Sweden invaded the south of Russia, relying on the help of
Mazepa, a traitor to Peter the Great. This composition has a°different form from his previous
works and shows a change from youth to matur-

ity.

Its diction is perfect; in it are vivid portraits

of heroic bloody battles between Peter and the un-

fortunate Charles, but these are broken by profound
descriptions of love that glow from the weary and
unhappy heart of Mazepa for his beloved goddaughter Maria. Some critics claim that its fault
lies in the fact that there is not sufficient unity between the heroic and romantic themes, yet as it is,
it attains its purpose, and no one else could have

improved a word of it.
It is fortunate for us that Alexander Sergeyevich was exiled, partly because he gave us several
great compositions that could not have been written in another atmosphere, and mainly from the
following which you will learn from the conversa-

tion between Tsar Nicholas I and the poet. “Pushkin if you had been in Petersburg should you have

taken part in the December revolt?’ “Most certainly your Majesty; nearly all my friends were in
it and I would have never abandoned them; but

thank God my absence saved me.” Pushkin’s reply won the heart of the Emperor who after this
became his direct censor and helped.him financially.
Soon the greatest of his works appeared; it was
“Evgenie Onegin.” ‘There is nothing that I have
read that has impressed me with such force as this
marvelous work. In it Pushkin summed up all his
genius. It is a romance of contemporary life told
in the best of verse. I can do no better than quote

from Hon. Maurice Baring. “Evgenie Onegin is
the best known and perhaps his most characteris-
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nevertheless when the situation demands it, it rises
and takes on radiance and expresses poetry and
passion. It contains one of the greatest confessions
of love in poetry, a performance without parallel,
because only a Russian could have written it, and

of. Russians only

Pushkin.”

Tchaikovsky has

poured the melodious harmonies of his soul over

this great work and now it is applauded with mad
enthusiasm in the crowded opera halls. Evgenie
Onegin will live as long as the Russian people survive.
After all his great masterpieces had been published, Alexander Sergeyevich married a dazzling
beauty of sixteen named Natalia Goncharova. His
first years with her were cronwed with love and
happiness. However, later he fell into the court
circle where he was considered the head of the literary aristocracy. Living far above his means he

had to borrow and depend on royal favours.

He

wished to break away, but it was impossible.

His

wife had fascinated the court with her beauty, and
soon Pushkin heard of rumors about his wife and a
certain notorious officer, Baron George Dantés. He
challenged him to a duel but Dantés succeeded in
marrying Natalia’s sister and warding off the poet’s
indignation. However, before long the poet heard
of another secret meeting, and flying into a rage
challenged the cowardly Frenchman in a manner

that made it impossible for the latter to refuse. The
duel proved to be
mortally wounded
who was ignorant
certainly innocent.

Pushkin’s tragic end. He was
and carried home to his wife,
of the dreadful fact and most
‘Terrified, she rushed to him, he

pressed her hand and thanked God that he was
again by her side. He lived two days suffering
great pain. When he was asked if he wished to
receive friends, he turned his wasted gaze to the
shelves of his beloved books and muttered, “farewell my friends!” The Emperor promised to care
for his family; Jukovsky was by his side. Towards
the afternoon of the second day his eyes lit up for
a moment; he asked to be raised silghtly and saying “life is ended,” he fell back and left us forever.

He died on January 29, 1837.
38 years.

He had lived but

A Visit to Shakespeare’s London
By WILLIAM C. CARLIN
\

somewhat heated argument with a fellow

similar to that which aroused Christ’s holy anger in

student had suddenly aroused my interest as
to the exact nature of the Elizabethan theatre and stage,and prompted me to take advantage of
my first opportunity to visit London. I knew that

the temple of Jerusalem. Besides the small groups
of business men and men-about-town who were busily engaged in gossip and business, along the boundaries of the yard the book sellers and other merchants together with the lottery conductors were

changes had been made, and developments of time
had continued to mould a new and different playhouse, but lack of proof to back up my arguments
sent me off to the most prominent center of progress.
My trip could not be considered a hard one and

either calling their wares or busily engaged in
showing, explaining and selling their goods. Here
every variety of London life was represented, and
being a valuable source of material for the playwrights was, undoubtedly, frequently visited by

by the middle of the forenoon I had already made

them.

an interesting acquaintance.

‘This being my first

iness men and those of the better classes, the mer-

visit to London I found it a distinct advantage, for

chants with their wares and gold, the wives who

before long my new friend offered to show me the
city and even to go to the theatre with me in the

mocked the court ladies with their fancy dress, the

afternoon,
This sixteenth century city bore slight resemblance to the city of today. It was an overgrown
town of about two hundred thousand inhabitants,

of which about half were residents of inns and the
suburbs, with narrow streets, which were poorly
paved and lined with frame buildings of two and
three stories. The Thames was London’s pleasantest highway. A single bridge spanned its clear
water’s which were dotted with numerous boats of
all types, from the royal barge of the Queen and

the splendid barges of the great merchant companies to the tugs and ferry boats of the commoners.
The city proper lay on the earth, and the great wall,

standing since medieval times, formed a semi-circular boundary for about two miles.

Inside of the

wall were the deserted monasteries which still occupied large spaces, the numerous churches, and
the hundreds of smaller frame buildings. Outside

There were the ambassadors from afar, bus-

students and youths from the university, the old
soldiers destitute

after

service,

the

seaman just

returned from voyages of plunder, and the children,
running in and out among the groups, crying,
laughing and playing games. Besides all of these
a few devout worshippers went in and out of the

Cathedral, showing at least that God was not forgotten in this great city of pomp and splendor, poverty and dirt.
From here we walked back, southward toward
the Thames, to a tavern with which my friend was

acquainted, for we now had just enough time to get
lunch before going to the theatre.
As we entered he explained to me that this was
the Mermaid. I knew then that the crude sign
above the dor signified the name of the tavern as it
was a simple replica of that fabled creature of the

sea. During our table d’hote lunch I learned many
interesting facts pertaining to the theatre and its

newly discovered playwright.

of the wall were the great palaces, the Hall of Par-

In this very tavern Shakespeare spent many an

liament, Whitehall, the residence of the Queen,
numerous dwellings, and the open fields used as
city parks which were the favorite places of recreation for Londoners. On the South bank were located the many houses of ill fame, the fighting

interesting evening matching his wits with Ben

rings and the several public theatres.

The tower of St. Paul’s high above the spires of
all the numerous churches, pointed, like the star of
the East, to the churchyard below, which, oddly

enough, was the great meeting place of London.
We soon came upon this great Gothe structure in
the course of our morning ramblings, and but for
the animals and doves, it presented a scene very

Jonson and others.

Many respectable men, and

those of different character, spent their evenings
here. Entertained with music they sat over their
wine, smoking or playing at cards or dice, and often

doing no more than listening to the foolish talk of
the more witty.
I learned also that the Burbages, former owners of the Theatre, owned the Globe and the Black-

friars. The company of Shakespeare, at this time
known as the King’s men, was controlled by them
and with the combined talents of the great actor

Robert Burbage and the writer Shakespeare it soon
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became the chief London company.

The Blackfri-

wide and a quarter as deep as the front stage.

ars, which was known asa private theatre, differed
only in that it was indoors, utilized artificial light-

Above this there was a balcony also curtained off,
on each side of which were large curtained win-

ing, charged higher prices, and was used mostly
during the winter. The Globe, which we were to
visit, served for the summer performances of the
company.

dows, in line with the doors below.

It was interesting to know that the greater part
of the population, which controlled the city gov-

the level of the outside walls.

ernment, was of the middle class. This group of
self-respecting tradespeople distrusted and disliked

being supported in front by two columns. The
“hut” formed a means for the lowering and raising

the actors and their class, and used against them,

of gods and goddesses to and from the stage.

wherever they could, the great authority of the

We did not arrive much before the starting time
of the play and once the trumpet sounded for the
third time, indicating the beginning of the perform-

city.

This accounted for the city ordinance compel-

ling the actors to build their theatres on the ground
not controlled by the city or outside the walls.
Having finished our lunch we immediately left
the tavern and proceeded toward the Thames, going across to the South bank by boat, from which

it was but a short walk to the Globe. We could already see, high above the trees and buildings, the
flag floating from the turret over the theatre, which
was the announcement of a performance there.
Coming closer to the building, after a few minutes walk over the dusty dirt street, | noticed sev-

eral details of the exterior.

It was a three-story,

frame building, octagonal in shape, the plain high
walls broken only by a few small square windows.

We paid our admission at the door.

The prices

were as low as a penny (fifteen cents in our money)

for standing space in the pit or seats in the top gallery, and as high as a shilling (two dollars in our

money) for the better boxes.

Projecting out from the level of the top gallery,
and extending about ten feet over the stage, was a
square structure called the “hut,” which rose above

Built out from the

bottom of this, a roof extended far over the stage,

ance, the house became reasonably quiet.

The play soon showed the various uses made of
the parts of the stage. Before long the ghost had
ascended through a trap door, to the stage, “a platform before the castle,” which was set on the front

stage and acted without any setting. hen the rear
stage was borught into use with the scene, “a room
in the castle,” and showed immediately that I had
been right when previously stating that settings
and properties were used. I knew then that the
only difference between my former opinion and the

actuality was one of principle. The stagings they
used were practically all symbolical instead of pictorical. They used a few selected objects to suggest to the spectators all the others which go to

make up the kind of scene presented.
What amazed me most of all were the elaborate
and unique means of costuming used. Many valu-

On entering, our ears were greeted with the uproar of talking, laughing, and the loud calls of salesmen telling their wares. There in the pit was a.
jostling crowd of all different types of people, smoking, babbling, buying oranges, nuts, wine or cheap
books from busy vendors. In the boxes were the
elaborately dressed ladies, and men of the better

able robes and cloaks of silk and satin, trimmed
with fringe and gold lace, were used in the presen-

classes, while the lower balconies were occupied
by people of the middle class.
The yard or pit was somewhat sunken, and open
to the air. The three stories of the structure formed
the three galleries, the first of which was raised a
little above the level of the ground. These were
supported by large oaken columns, ornamented and
carved, and protected by roofs. There were two
boxes on either side of the stage.
The stage was built out as a platform into the

imitation of painted leather was very effectvely
made use of by the actor.

middle of the yard and was almost as large as our
modern stages. There were curtains toward the
back, and on ether side a door, continuing the gen-

tation. That their methods were unique is demonstrated by the ghost’s costume of armor. A
clumsy, heavy suit of full armor would have greatly hampered the rising of the ghost through the

trap and his agile movements on the stage, so an

As soon as there was a pause, of any length, in
the action, the noise of laughter and conversation
resumed and at the end of the play the uproar burst
forth again with a greater vigor than before.
The plays were written for the many different
classes of people, and the extent to which the apprentices and riffraff attended and enjoyed the performances, shows with certainty the value of the
works. They were simple enough for the illiterate and deep enough for the best of scholars.
I consider that day well spent, and still cherish

eral line made around the rest of the house by the
front of the galleries. These curtains set off what

the knowledge I obtained among the most valu-

is known as the rear stage, an alcove about half as

possession.
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able of literary and historical information in my

Winner Take All
By ROBERT W. LAUTERBACH ..
T HE pert freckled office boy glanced up from
his detective story as the door opened, admitting a young man. Without waiting for the
boy to open the gate in the railing, he strode
through.
“Mr. Wellman in, Jack?”

“Yes, Mr. Morris,” came the eager response. “He
said to show you in as soon as you came.”
He scampered ahead to open the door which bore
the legend D. W. Wellman, President—Private,
and then withdrew to his detective stories. Jack
was endeavoring to guess the identity of the
“Hooded Horror” before the author closed the final
scene in an atmosphere of bitter almonds.

The trim young man closed the door behind him

company amount to about four million dollars.

I

own a pretty good-sized block of stock in this com-

pany, and together with some friends, control
enough votes to sell the company. A friend of
mine secured an option on it for me, as I don’t wish
my name to appear at this stage.

‘““Here’s where you come into the picture. I want
you to organize a couple of dummy corporations
and buy this company through one of them, sell it

to the other, and then sell it to me, boosting the
price each time so that by the tme I buy it, it will
cost me about sixteen million. You know, of course,

that the law limits public utilities’ earnings to five
per cent, but if this company is managed right, it
can make close to eight hundred thousand a year

and advanced into the magnificently furnished of-

for me.

fice. There, behind a gleaming desk and an imposing array of telephones, pearl buttons and foun-

lions in order to stay within the law which limits
public utility earnings to five per cent, and for that
reason, you'll buy and sell it a couple of times before turning it over to me. That will leave us an
over-capitalization of about twelve millions. We
can dispose of most of that to small stockholders
and still manage to control the company.
“T’ll deposit enough to your credit at my bank for

tain pens, sat a little, shriveled old man, whose

gaze seemed to resemble the accusing stare of a
defunct fish. His wrinkled face cracked into a
smile as he said, “Hello, Larry, my boy. Sit down,
sit down.”

He waved the visitor into a chair, and

proffered a box of cigars.

But it must be capitalized for sixteen mil-

“IT suppose,” he suggested, toying with a cigar

you to take care of everything, and I don’t care if

and lighter, “that you have some idea as to why I
asked you to come up here today, Larry?”

you want to get hold of a block of stock in your

“Well, in a vague way, yes,” was the response.

“TI know that dad wrote to you when I came here
to practice, and asked you to show me the inside
of the financial world, and I presume from your

message that it has something to do with that.
However,” he smiled, “I’m a lawyer, not a finan-

ciets.
“I know, my boy, but a knowledge of law is
sometimes helpful to a financier and a lawyer is a
valuable partner in a transaction such as I am

about to undertake.

If you don’t care for your

part in it, 1 have your promise to keep our proposi-

tion confidential?

‘To proceed, then.

I’m offer-

ing you the chance to handle the legal end of the
deal because I think you’re capable of swinging it,
not because of my friendship with your father. I

don’t let sentiment enter into business.

own name.

You’d make a nice profit, and in addi-

tion to your fee, it ought to be enough to satisfy
you.
;
One word of caution, though. I think the Bell
interests of Chicago have an eye on this company
and they may try to cut in. Watch them. ‘That’s
all. Do you understand?”
Morris leaned forward to tap his cigar against an
ash-tray on the desk before answering.
“I understand, all right,” he said slowly, “but I

don’t like it. It’s plain robbery. It isn’t playing
square with the other stockholders or the customers this company serves.”
“My dear boy,’ Wellman retorteda trifle sharply, “don’t be so conscientious if you ever want to
get anywhere in the financail world.

It’s a cut-

throat game, and the men who play it are, or ought
to be, capable of taking care of themselves.

I know

“Now, here are the details of the proposition.

you don’t like it, but this will go through whether

Several small power companies in South Carolina
and Georgia recently merged, forming the Southeastern Power Company. The total assets of this

you oppose me or not, so you may as well ride
with me, and get your rake-off; just remember let

the buyer protect himself in the clinches.”
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Morris sat silent a moment.

“O. K. [ll ride with you, and we'll let the buyer
protect himself.”
x
x
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
The following weeks were marked by feverish activity on the part of Morris, interspersed with hurried visits to Wellman’s office. Some three months
later the office boy once more announced Mr. Morris to the president as he stepped inside the office.

“Eiverything’s ready now,” Morris said, as he entered. “I haven’t time to say, but if you want to
come down to my office tomorrow at 10 a. m. we

can sign the papers.

The Bell people got wind of

this and fought it tooth and nail, but they haven’t
secured enough stock to block the deal. I'll have

to go now. Got a lot of details to tend to before
tomorrow. See you at 10:00. So long.” ‘The door
slammed and he was gone.
At three minutes of ten the following morning
Wellman stepped from an elevator and entered the
modest offices which bore the inscription L. W.
Morris, Attorney-at-Law.
Morris rose and extended his hand as his secretary showed Wellman into the inner office.
“Why, hello, sir. Glad to see you on time,” he
announced. “Sit down and we'll finish this. As
you know, the Commonwealth Holding Company
of which I am president, owns 49,000 shares of

Southeastern Power Company stock, which in accordance with our understanding we will sell you
at one hundred and sixty dollars a share, which

comes to seven million, eight hundred and forty
thousand dollars.

This amounts to a 49% interest

in the company. If agreeable to you, we'll sign
now, and get this finished. You'll get your money
back, minus my fees, as soon as I can possibly manage it without leaving too many tracks uncovered.”
Wellman took his glasses from his pocket and
glanced over the papers.
“Forty-nine per cent interest, eh? How much

do you hold, boy?”
“Two per cent.”
“That makes our controlling interest; got a pen?
Pll sign.”
That completed, he shoved the papers across to
Morris for his signature as the secretary entered.
“A Mr. Jackson to see you. Says he has an ap-

Wellman frowned at the mention of his competitor’s name, but remained silent and motionless.

“You see, the Bell Company, as you said, had an
eye on the Southeastern and managed to buy up the

remaining forty-nine per cent of the stock and have
held on through all the sales and juggling we’ve
put it through.
“Now they want control of the company and the
two thousand shares | own will swing the balance
to whichever one of you buys them. At the same
price which you paid Commonwealth, $160.00 a
share, they would be worth $320,000.00. ‘They’re
for sale. What am I offered?”
Wellman cut in: “But, Larry, you’re in this with
me. You can’t double-cross me like this.”

“Cant? 1? Remember when I came into this deal
you told me to let the buyer take care of himself; you’re the buyer, and l’m taking your advice.
You admitted it was a cut-throat game, and that
those who played it could take care of themselves.
What’ll you give me for those two thousand
shares?”
“$400,000.00” was the snapped off retort.
“Come, Mr. Jackson. Let’s get away from such
penny ante bids.

What will you say?”

“A half million.”
“Six hundred thousand,” came across the desk.

“Seven hundred.”
“And a half.”
“Hight hundred.”
“And fifty.”
“Nine hundred thousand,” said Jackson.
“Take it,’ roared the old man. “I’ll be hanged
if 1 go a penny higher.”
He seized his hat and made for the door, but

Morris grabbed his arm.
“Wait, old-timer,” he admonished. Then to Jackson, “If you'll pardon a moment’s confidential conversation?”’ and started for the other office with

Wellman at his heels.

“If it’s agreeable to you,

you can send me your check in the morning, and
I'll send over the stock.”

“Certainly,” was the courteous reply.
ternoon, gentlemen.”
“Now, Wellman.”

He turned.

“Good af-

“You haven’t

reason I wanted you to stay, sir, is that Mr. Jackson and you have several interests in common. Mr.

any kick coming. I| just played the game the way
you told me to, and you weren’t able to protect
yourself in the clinches.”
A grin chased itself across his features for a second. “You're just sore because I out-smarted you,
arent’ you, old man?”
Wellman blinked.
“Own up, you old fraud.”
Slowly, the old face cracked in a smile.
“You trimmed me, you young pup?” he ques-

Jackson is executive vice-president of the Bell
Power Company of Chicago.”

tioned. “TI still have forty-nine thousand shares of
stock worth nearly eight million that cost one-

pointment,” she announced.
Morris nodded to show him in, as he turned to

Wellman. “Stay a minute, sir. I’d like you to meet
him. An interesting fellow.”
He rose as Jackson came in and introduced the

two men.

Addressing Wellman, he began, “The
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fourth that. I’m not in the red ink yet,” he boasted.
“O yes you are,’ Morris returned. “The Bell
people don’t believe in that kind of business.

They’re capitalizing at five million and reducing
the rates for the consumer. The district they serve
will be treated honestly and squarely, so your stock
is worth just what it cost you, minus the costs of
the juggling we put it through, and my fees, which
will be one hundred thousand.”

“You young scamp,” he barked, but underneath
was a hint of affectionate laughter. “Do you think
T’ll pay it?”
“Vl just deduct it from your check for the stock

you bought from me before returning it,” he
smiled.

A laugh crept into the old man’s voice.
“O. K., Larry.

I’m licked.

But you’re wasting

your time in a law office. Why not come in with
me? You and I could show a few of these socalled wolves of the exchange a few tricks or so.
How about it? Will we take ’em down.”

Morris swept the paper off his desk into the
waste-paper basket.
“Will we?” he grinned. “I'll tell the world we
will,”

Sonnet
By EDWIN H. SAUER

Is it enough I love you? Ask not more.
I have no grace to offer, nor does fame
Entwine itself around my humble door,
Nor yet around my scorned, and dreaded name.
I bear no faith in you. I think you know

This, grieving that such fear should be your fate.
Oh, blame not me. Experience makes it so,

And shouts one short but cruel warning,—“‘W ait.”
I bear no faith in others, yet your love

Unbridled, show’ring fondness might restore
A wealth of trust, and to stagnant doubt prove
All 1s not lost when life has lost tts lore.

I offer nothing, quite unlike the ret.
And yet perhaps my offer is the best.
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Florida Fox Hunting
By WILLIAM J. HOEFLER
.

HEN one hears the words, “fot-hunt,” he
naturally associates them with red-coats,

thnking no doubt, of the huge packs that I associated with a fox-hunt.

jockey caps, riding habits, long-legged
jumping horses, perhaps better known as hunters,

secretary, is meeting at eleven o’clock out beyond

VV

a half-hundred well-bred fox-hounds, keepers, that

is for the hounds, and all the paraphernalia with
which the élite surround such a simple thing as a
fox-hunt. After the Saturday night of Bacchalanian revelry, the initiated dress with due respect for

the traditional garb, secure their tall horses from
grooms, mount them, or climb them with the diplomatic step-ladder, and then permit their horses

to follow the bellowing hounds, who are either pursuing a lately-released fox, a red-herring or something that the dogs know is good to eat. Dismiss
this method of hunting from your minds for that
is not what I mean.
It is a far call from the English sport to the one
that is practiced by the natives of Florida. The
first time I became aware that there was such a

thing as fox-hunting in Florida was when my uncle, who resides near Orlando, shook my shoulder
rather firmly, woke me from a deep, profound slumber, which had been induced by over-much swimming that day, and said,

“Want to go on a fox-hunt with me?”
“A what-hunt?” I yawned.
“A fox-hunt,” he explained patiently.
“T didn’t know there were any foxes in Florida,”
I replied foolishly.
“Say, where do you think half my game-chickens
go to?” he answered me with a question.
“All right, let’s go. Where’s my horse and
habit?”
“The fox won’t care what you wear, and for a

horse we have fifty of them outside.

Anyhow that

car of mine says fifty horsepower on the motor.”

From the kennels which were built with a typical
Floridan generosity as to size and location, he se-

cured three of his best hounds. The dogs did not
seem to regret the disturbance of their slumber beneath the artistic Spanish-mossed oaks. In fact it
required a tight leash to keep them from beginning their hunt right there. I noticed that the personnel of his little pack consisted of a smart old

hound, called “Queen,” a younger dog with a dainty
gate, appropriately called “Lady,” and a year-old
playful-eyed pup, who had been dubbed, “Pat.”
“You think these will be enough?” I wondered,
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“The Deer Island Game Club, of which I am the
Shingle Creek. Each member will bring his best
dogs. However, I don’t think it will hurt any to
bring along that half-hound, half Airdale there.
I've been wondering how she’ll shape up. Come
here, Pins!”
So Pins, the non-interested Airdale-Hound was
added to the party. The hyphenate became the
subject of the conversation more than once that

night.
The Deer Island Game Club met more or less
promptly at eleven at the blasted pine beyond

Shingle Creek. Apparently about twenty of the
boys had been able to sneak way from their wives.
One interesting character, whom I remembered was
Leon Ardi. His family had been native to the
state since it had any history whatever. In his rich
southern drawl he spoke with obvious pride of his
two black-and-tan hounds. Though the hunters
had seen them hundreds of times before, they listened with due respect to his tales of their prowess. It seemed to me that Leon had memorized
every cute or cunning thing they had done since
puppyhood, much as a fond mother keeps the memories of what her child does. As for me, I saw

nothing but two of the mournfulest-looking dogs
I had ever seen in my life. They were tan-colored
with a black patch on the back, and long black ears
that actually brushed the ground. ‘The wrinkled
brow suggested worry in the nth degree. ‘Their
names did not tend to dispel this impression. ‘The
cognomens were respectively, Hamlet and Depres-

sion. Sid Taylor was the editor of a local newspaper. He was a universally-admitted expert on
all that pertained or appertained to hunting. He
even admitted it himself. However, he knew that

of which he spoke. I remember the names of his
best dogs to be, Big Boy, Mary Lou, Alligator and
Henry. “Gator” it appeared had been bitten by an
alligator as he pursued a fleeing fox into a lake and
thus had earned his name.
Frank Bumby of Winter Park, the local hard-

ware king, brought a number of dogs, two of

which were named “Ring,” because of his bell-like
voice, and “Bill,” because of the old hunter’s af-

fection for him.

‘Then there were the five Porter

brothers and others whose names I have forgotten.
Greetings were exchanged informally over many
bottles of “shine” for it appeared that everyone had
brought his own. Sid boasted that next to his
dogs he liked his shine best. Each member of the
club freed his aces and the hunting proceeded in a
business-like way. ‘Taylor took his own dogs up a
natural-sand road, far back in the flat woods, discovered a track, and released them.

The night happened to be in the exact full of the
moon and made very clear visibility. For scores of
miles in every direction the flat, pine wood with her
palmetto, thorny underbrush and white sand trails,

stretched.

It was dotted with numberless fresh-

water lakes, low swampland and cypress lake bot-

toms. Wild game was plentiful and the swamps
were filled with venomous reptiles. I noticed that
quite a few of the men carried loaded pistols and
considered the rest foolhardy for not arming themselves. In hunting through the flatwood one is apt to
need a weapon should he encounter a panther or wild
cat, or when a mocassin blocks the path. Snakes,

the highway, which in all this wilderness was the
only reminder of civilization, the pack was in full
cry. The hunters were excited. Each man knew
the voice of his favorite dog. Each was certain

that his pet was in the lead.

Suddenly the baying

came close.» A shadow that moved with the speed

of light crossed the road and plunged into the
thicket on the other side. Fifty to a hundred yards
behind came the pack. Suddenly, like white, gray,
black and brown bullets they followed the trail of

the fleeing fox. The hunters were delighted.

This

was the moment for which they lived and for which
they worked.

The chase continued for hours. The mosquitos
were bad. In fact, they made the New Jersey Gallinippers look like gnats. A fire was easily started
with resinous yellow-pine wood. A peculiar type
of shrubbery provided the method of making a
dense smoke which gave us relief. During this the
conversation was strictly canine. ‘The talk was
about dogs, for dogs, and I got the impression that

somehow this night nothing existed for them but

however, are not plentiful in those regions where
farmers release their razorbacks to roam as they

dogs and something for the dogs to chase.

will. Since this particular region was a range for
hogs no one felt any particular fear of snakes.

would call it a rabbit hound, for the Florida swamp
rabbits are considered very unaristocratic game. I

However, Taylor came back and said,

If a

man wanted to cast an aspersion on some dog he

learned that in the fall the fox dogs always gradu-

“Frank, that Airdale of yours has a diamondback cornered in the swamp over there. You bet-

ated to deer dogs. As several letters which I have
received since from Orlando indicate, several score

ter get her or she'll get in trouble.

of deer have been brought within the range of

Now, a sensi-

ble hound wouldn’t doa trick like that.”
“A hound hasn’t the guts to do a thing like that,”
my uncle defended Pins.
Nevertheless a goodly percentage of the party

followed us back into the swamp, where by the aid
of the moonlight and flash torches, we discovered
Pins vociferously barking at a long diamond-back
which was coiled on a cypress-stump.
“You should be nervous about wading around in
these swamps, Taylor,” the cub reporter who had
accompanied his editor, stated.

“°S’all right I’ve got tin leggings on.”
“Those won’t help you if he strikes you,” Leon
Ardi observed.
Taylor’s faith in his tin-lined leggings was so
great that a wager was made, and following it he

threw one of them at the great rattler. The snake
struck viciously at the object, then writhed away,
narrowly missing several bullets that were aimed
at it. Complaining of the deceptive moonlight,
Taylor put his pistol away and recovered his legging.

The thin tin was neatly punctured by two

fangs, which the rattler had lost in striking.

In

mute eloquence the exponent of tin leggings cast

the mate of the experiment aside.
The “jump” dogs had been cold-trailing for some
hours now.

By the time the party had returned to

hunters’ rifles by these same hounds.

The hounds crossed the road again and several
times after that. ‘To me they appeared to be all
nose, ears and legs. I observed that the hounds

attempted to maneuver the wise prey into the
open and the fox forced them to pursue through
the thicket.
Then the baying ceased. Upon investigating we

found several dogs surrounding a tree. However,
the fox was not in the tree and Taylor gave the
sage opinion that the fox had climbed the tree and
leaped about fifty feet on some underbrush, and had
thus by a trick broken his trail. When the hounds
picked up the trail about twenty minutes later
near the same spot, it appeared to prove Taylor’s
theory.
This chase began about eleven in the evening.
The hounds put the fox in his hole about four in the
morning. A group set out to investigate. There
is no experience like tramping about in a half-

swamp, with little or no light. But this was all in
the name of sport. Suddenly about ten feet on my
particular right there sounded what seemed like a
machine-gun burst. I changed my distance from
the disturbance about thirty yards in three seconds.

Then I realized from the jesting remarks of the
hunters that it had been nothing but a large covey
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of quail.

An hour later I heard another unfamiliar

noise. I decided to be nonchalant and give it no
attention. Then I realized my companions were
putting as much distance between themselves and
that noise as possible. On second thought I remembered that this noise was different.

It sounded

like the rattling of dice in a box.
“Rattler!” Taylor yelled back. “Beat it!”
So I was in wrong again and lost no time in following the example of more experienced woods-

men.
Then it rained. And how it rained! We speedily
became soaked to the skin. In an unkindlier climate
this condition would have invited pneumonia.
“Well, let’s go to the car and go home,” I observed to my uncle.
“Go where?” he wanted to know.
“Why, isn’t the party over. It’s raining. Let’s
get the dogs and get going.”
“Why, the hunting has just started. Wet ground

“Ah reckon Pins found out she had bit off more
than she could chew,” Taylor observed.
Then suddenly the catamount came out of the

brush, through the circle of dogs and darted toward
the swamp just beyond. Two hunters shot but I
think they missed, for big cat did not pause. The
dogs immediately took up the chase which went
perhaps a mile away into the heart of an almost
impenetrable swamp. ‘The hunters followed gleefully and I wearily.
About noon activity ceased. ‘Tired hounds were
returning to the parked cars and others had to be

sought for, which took hours longer.

It was con-

sidered unethical to leave before everybody had

rounded all his dogs up. Even at that it is not unusual for a dog or several of them to turn up missing, never to be heard from again. Snakes are
usually assigned as the reason. Some hounds are
recovered weeks and months later, living in a wild
state.

I

At any rate, no hounds were missing this day and

couldn’t get my dogs out of that chase if I wanted

I was glad when the Deer Island Game Club adjourned its session. I had decided that you had to
be game to join it. Taylor found his reporter

puts the advantage in favor of the hounds.

to, which I don’t.”
So this was sport! Well, early that morning a
fire was kindled. A villainous brew of coffee was
manufactured and shine jugs were drained. Some
member of the party produced a few loaves and
several pounds of frankfurters and breakfast was
on. I wondered why the resinous pine should burn
so quickly despite the pouring rain. Then breakfast was interrupted by another chase. Food was
forgotten. What was it, compared to a chase. By
dint of much running, and thanks to the early gray
of dawn, we saw the quarry. It was a large catamount. Presently the hounds had the animal surrounded in a thick palmetto patch in which two
small trees marked the center. The hunters confidentially expected the cat to go up one of the

trees from where he could be shot at leisure.
“No wonder we’ve been missing so many hawgs,”
Leon Ardi observed.
Then Pins, lacking the discretion of the other
dogs who knew a catamount when they smelt one,
went into the palmetto patch after her prey. The
palmettos concealed whatever happened, but there
was a furious struggle and Pins reappeared in a
moment, a very scared dog.
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asleep and awoke him, “kidded” him, and gave

him the statistics on what occurred that night.
“We had four fox chases. We holed three and
treed one. We let him go. This morning we had
an excellent cat hunt. The cat got away, though.
Write it up.”
The next day I read that article. The reporter
must have been sleepy or thought to help the story
out for he stated that,

“In one of the chases a rare, gray fox was captured, much to the surprise of the hunters.”

He is still trying to live that line down, for there
are no other kind of fox but the gray ones in Florida; they are plentiful and the hunters were not

surprised at catching him, though, to protect their
sport, they release all captured foxes.

About a week later, my uncle’s hand awoke me
once more.
“Coming on the fox hunt, Bill?”

“No spik Inglis,” I replied, and settled back comfortably to get eight more hours of real rest. I do
not think that I have reached that grade of insanity that the alienists term, “Sportsmanship.”
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THE EDITOR’S SOAP BOX
This month we have the Bicentennial of Wash-

ington’s birth. This is a bad year for the mudslingers. A few years back it was quite the thing
to take pot shots at the stiff representations of our
first president. Now, historians and biographers
delve into the archives for commendatory articles.
Not so long ago the iconoclast told us that George

was too gay with the ladies; that he was an atheist posing in the robes of convention; that he was
well versed in looking out for his own interests;

that he was a poor statesman and a poorer general.
In this year of his 200th birthday, and depression,
we learn that he possessed an unusual amount of
fortitude and hope; that he was gay in adversity;
that he was deeply religious; that he was generous. Valley Forge is recalled, is the favorite picture now; drinking bouts and amorous difficulties
have faded.
For my own part I side with those who see the
noble qualities of the man. We can take his defects for granted. We are all tainted (with the
Grand Exception) with the sin of our first parents.
We cannot take great virtues and heroic stature for

granted. These must be stressed for the emulation of the future generations. They will have need
of a few virtues to emulate.
It is interesting to note that we always see in a
man just what we want to see. This has been said
in a few thousand different ways. When we all
had a sense of wealth, we felt we were in a posi-

tion to criticize; we were cynical and gay.

is the effect of prosperity.

Such.

he morning after our

splurge we discover ourselves to be not so selfsufficient. We rediscover the qualities which make
men great. We look up to heroes and not down
our noses at them.

We have come to the old, perilous curve in the
road. Once past this bend, the way becomes broad
and smooth.
It speeds through the changing
months to the fragrant threshold of June and graduation. Many of us are making the tour for the
last time.

We have seen this rutted, treacherous

curve many times.

Some of those we knew took

a different path when they saw its difficulties. Some
went to sleep and were precipitated into the ditch.

Some faced about and went home. Most kept on
plodding. Plodding is correct. Universities were
not made for geniuses. They were built for fair to
middling mediocrities like you and I. A genius
would immediately find a short cut from the begin-

ning of the road to its goal.

Not you and I.

must follow the well worn way.

there just the same.

We

But then, we get

.

Yes, we have come to the bend Perilous.

If any-

one ever writes a Pilgrim’s Progress of a college
student, he should call it by some such name. To-

morrow we will think that the corner Perilous was
graciously shaded, and bordered by fragrant flowers. Perhaps it ‘1s.
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We decided this year to give a try to this busi-

of interest, the exchanges will make a re-appear:

ness of exchanges. This month they were omitted.
However, if we hear any complaints they will be
returned. The reason for the omission is an apparent lack of interest. Perhaps we should be glad to
even have this publication printed. We have no

ance.

such humility.

old-fashioned cheers.
lated valentine.

something.

We feel that the magazine is worth

Again, if there is any manifestation

You really must excuse the editor this month for

the shortness of the Soap Box. I am,believe it or not,
pusheda little for time and material. The brevity,
however, is not an unmixed calamity. Many of
my “friends” are even now warming up for a few

Let them consider this a be-

Sonnet
To God’s Distribution of Earthly Joys
By EDWIN H. SAUER
When I have thought on all this grief I bear,
And through a quiet melancholy see
The grace of others, and their jollity,

And the small portion of their greater care,
I, tempted am to turn in black despair
On God’s own will, on His authority:
Oft’ then my gaze is sharpened, and humbly
I find in others, faults I do not share.
God to the man, untalented, does give
A wealth of friends and love. And to the one
Who, by the gifts of talent 1s guided,
A lack of these: through these we happily live.

Thus all bear pain. We see when faith is won,
God’s Providence is evenly divided.
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Music as Executed and Appreciated
By VINCENT BLACK
© ac. one of the most widely appreciated and enjoyed forms of music is that exemplified by the military band. Even those

love, and

tranquility.

The other deeper-toned

uneducated in music can understand and react to

members of the violin are indispensable to the orchestra, practically every note of every clef being
facilitated by one member or the other.

the theme of the author of a lively march. Who can
remain indifferent as the gala strains of Sousa’s
“Stars and Stripes Forever,” “Washington Post,”

popular with the more cultured public. The melodic waltzes of Johann Strauss, including his beau-

or Goldman’s “On the Mall” are wafted over the

ether? There is something in the tones of the military band which seems to radiate good cheer and a
sense of patriotism. In my estimation the military

band is without a superior in the rendition of operatic music, being especially effective in portraying

tone pictures of lament, death, or gala celebration.
Indeed the military band has a niche in the heart
of every music lover, from the newsboy on the corner to the most ardent opera-goer.

Most versatile of the instrumental musical organizations is the symphony orchestra.
It is
through this medium that operatic music usually
reaches the ear of the listener. Particularly adapted
to the orchestra are the stately flowing melody of
the minuet, the swing strains of the waltz, and the

lively everchanging cadence of the serenade. No
overture is so intricate in design that a well directed and balanced orchestra cannot execute it to
bring out the thought of the composer.

Many different themes are propounded by composers of operatic music, and usually each opera

comprises many different moods, from morose lament to the zenith of gayety. How quickly the
mood of an operatic overture changes is exempli-

fied in Beethoven’s “Overture to Egmont” where
the sonorous strains of the death knell change to
those of rejoicing and triumph. Various instruments are used to produce colorful effects in an
opera. What is more symbolic of power or vio-

lence than the strident tones of the brass instruments and the monotones of the basses? The steady
even tones of the woodwinds are extremely effective in portraying lament. ‘The tympani are
uniquely proficient in depicting the rumble of an
approaching tempest, as in the “Overture to Wil-

Music written by the masters years ago, are still

tiful “Blue Danube,” the many compositions of

Ludwig Beethoven, especially his “Overture to
Egmont,” and the forceful operas of Handel, Mozart, Flotow, Bizet, Richard Wagner, and many
others are still well liked. The more recent works
of Victor Herbert, the American composer, are
also widely acclaimed for their excellency.
An important type of music not to be overlooked

is the religious. It would be hard to imagine a
church service or other religious assembly without
music in some form, furnished by the organ, and
orchestra, or by the singing of hymns. Organ music particularly, seems fairly to exude religious
thoughts and ideals. Many beautiful ideals are told
in the words of hymns and when these are set to

music the result is nothing, if not inspirational.
Especially interesting are the folk songs of different peoples. There are the mountain ballads
with their simple, yet pleasing melodies, sung to
the accompaniment of a guitar, banjo, or even an

old-time orchestra. That this type of music is still
a favorite is testified to by the number of programs of this nature that are broadcast over the

radio. With the passing of the years there is no
diminishing of interest in the songs of the South.
Many of the “mammy” songs of this section are
not written, but are handed down by word of mouth

from generation to generation.
The Christmas and Thanksgiving seasons abound
with

characteristic

song.

The

Yuletide

season

brings with it all the glamorous heart-appealing
carols with their tales of peace, love, and hope.
Certainly nothing can better instill the Christmas
spirit into the heart of one than the beautiful strains

of Christmas carols.

At Thanksgiving time songs

ground to produce some weird effect or the soft
knelled strains of death. The singing strains of the

of praise and of the harvest resound, through the
frosty air.
Modern music has come in for its share of criticism and it must be admitted that a great deal of

violin proclaim to the listener a feeling of peace,

it is deserved.

liam Tell.”

The lowly oboe rises from the back-

Surely no one can sit back in an
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easy chair before the radio and fool himself into

spirational in the boop-a-doops of Helen Kane. On

believing that he really enjoys jazz at its “hottest,”

the other hand there are some good points to modern music. Many of the later compositions are not

nor can one imagine going to an opera house to
listen for two or three hours to a succession of
Rudy Valees, Ben Bernies, or other crooners of the
“radio lover” type, nor can anyone have the hal-

essentially jazzy in character, but rather express a
wholesome sentiment. Examples of this are found
in “Good Night, Sweetheart,’ and “When Your

Hair Has Turned to Silver.”

lucination that there is anything elevating or in-
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